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H       anna Hippo was humming a happy

       tune as she left Alpha Betty’s school.

         She was hoping to have a heap of Homer

    Hog’s heavenly huckleberry mufns.
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    Hanna was a happy hippo.

      But, like all hippos, she was hungry

       at the end of the day. VERY hungry.
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      And nothing made her tummy happier

   than those huckleberry mufns.
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      Hanna saw Homer Hog’s Bakery

      at the top of the hill ahead.

     “Hi, ho! Hum de dum!

     Hippity hop! Here I come!”

 Hanna hollered.
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       Hanna happily began to hop up the hill.

     Soon she was hufng and pufng.

     It was a HIGH hill!
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       Hanna hauled her heavy feet higher and

      higher. “This is hard work!” she said.

        But the hope of having Homer Hog’s heavenly

    huckleberry mufns helped her along.
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